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Abstract
A new technique for predicting structural instability points using the finite element method is presented. The approach is based
on the estimation of the critical displacement pattern by writing an approximation of the tangent stiffness singularity condition at
the instability point. The critical load is subsequently computed by using a secant load-displacement relationship. Details of this
procedure are given together with explicit forms of the secant stiffness matrix for finite element analysis of solids and trusses. The
accuracy and effectiveness of the method are clearly shown in a number of examples of two- and three-dimensional bar structures.

1. Introduction
The numerical detection and location of bifurcation and limit points, herein denoted generically as
critical zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
points, have received considerable attention in the computational solid and structural community. Indeed, loss of stability and bifurcation are common phenomena in non-linear solid and structural
mechanics. Typical examples range from classical problems such as the buckling of rods, plates and
shell structures, to diffuse necking bifurcation problems, including the formation of localized shear
bands, in elastic-plastic solids.
The numerical methods proposed for computation of critical points can be grouped into two
categories, namely, indirect and direct methods. With indirect methods the encounter of the critical
point is judged with the help of a detecting parameter while the equilibrium path is being traced in a
load incremental manner up to the vicinity of the critical point [l-6]. Typical examples of detecting
parameters are the determinant or the smallest eigenvalue of the tangent stiffness matrix. The
occurrence of a critical point is signified by the vanishing of both such parameters [7-161.
In direct methods the condition for occurrence of a critical point is included in the system of
equations to be solved. The solution of the set of extended equations yields directly the position of the
critical point and its associated eigenmode together with the load parameter.
Once a critical point has been found a path-switching algorithm has to be subsequently applied to
follow the deformation of the structure along the possible bifurcation paths [17, 181. A review of direct
and indirect methods and path switching strategies can be found in [19].
In this paper a new approach for detecting critical points is proposed. The method is based on the
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prediction of the critical displacement pattern. This is found by writing the tangent stiffness singularity
condition at the critical point using a predicted perturbation of the last converged displacement field.
The problem can be posed as a non-linear eigenvalue one which can be simply linearized to provide an
accurate estimate of the displacement pattern at the critical point. The critical load can be subsequently
computed using a secant load-displacement
stiffness relationship. The type of critical point (i.e. limit or
bifurcation point) can be simply detected by computing the eigenvector corresponding
to the
(approximate) tangent stiffness matrix at the critical point.
The ideas presented in this paper are an extension of the work reported by the authors in the
development of non-linear solution procedures based on the secant stiffness matrix [20-221. The
concept of the critical displacement method was firstly sketched in the work of Kroplin et al. [23-251.
To the authors’ knowledge, this idea has not been exploited or even further developed towards practical
use.
The lay-out of the paper is as follows. First some simple concepts of elastic stability analysis are given
together with the basic equations of geometrically non-linear solid mechanics. Then, the derivation of
the secant stiffness matrix, which is an essential ingredient of the approach proposed, is described for
three-dimensional solids. The critical displacement methodology is then presented in some detail and
some alternatives to enhance its computational efficiency are discussed. The accuracy of the new
approach is validated with examples of application to the detection of limit and bifurcation points in
two- and three-dimensional truss structures.

2. Basic concepts of elastic stability
A structural system can lose its stability due either to the change in its geometry or material
properties or both. Two phenomena associated with this loss of stability are caused by snap-through
(limit point) and bifurcation buckling (bifurcation point) as shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, only the loss
of stability arising with geometrical changes will be considered. According to the energy principle of
stability [26,27], a complete relative minimum of the total potential energy with respect to the
generalized coordinates is necessary and sufficient for the stability of an equilibrium state of the
structure. Assuming that a discretized structure at an equilibrium configuration P, = (a, Af,) is displaced
to an adjacent configuration P,, = (a, f Au, A&) at the same load level under the action of a very small
perturbation Aa, then the change in potential energy can be expressed as
A17 = U,, - I& = ni Aai + i II, Aa; Aaj + i IIljk Aai Au, Au, + . . .
where Dad, &, are the potential

i,j,k=l,...,

energy at states Pad and P,, respectively,
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derivative with respect to the displacement increment Aai, a is the vector of nodal displacements, A and
f, are the dimensionless loading parameter and the vector of equivalent nodal forces, respectively, and
N is the total number of nodes. Summation convention is used in (1) for repeated indices.
Since P, is an equilibrium state then flsi = 0. Also with infinitesimally small perturbation
the
contribution from third-order terms and greater can be neglected (typically only second- and third-order
terms appear in (1) in most structural problems [26,27]). H ence, the stability condition can be simply
written as
(2)

~ni~AaiAai=~Aa’K,Aa,o

where K, = n,, isthetangent stiffness matrix. The stability of an equilibrium configuration can be
judged by investigating the positive definiteness of the tangent stiffness matrix. The equilibrium path is
stable at P, if the determinant of K,,denoted hereafter IK,I,
is greater than zero, where for jKT(
< 0 the
equilibrium path is unstable. At a critical point where Ail = 0 and K is semi-positive definite, there exist
some non-zero vector + satisfying the following relationship

K.&=O

(3)

For C#Jto be non-zero then
(4)

l&I = 0
This condition is equivalent

to the solution of the following eigenvalue problem

[KT- w,Z]$=0

(5)

respectively, and Z is the identity matrix.
where wj and +j are the jth eigenvalue and eigenvector of K-,.,
Once a critical point is detected it is relatively simple to distinguish the limit from bifurcation points.
The more standard criteria are
Limit points:

Kf,

+ 0

(6a)

Bifurcation points:

KtY, = 0

(6b)

where c#+ is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvector
classification of critical points can be found in [4,26,27].

w,. A more sophisticated

3. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Basic ideas of the critical displacement method
The approach proposed here is based on the assumption that the critical displacement
be written as
a, = a,, +

Au,

vector a, can
(7)

where a, is the displacement vector at the known equilibrium configuration I’,. Vector ha, is now
assumed to be of the form ha, = A& where 4 is an estimation of the critical displacement increment
pattern The simplest choice C$= a, can be chosen as shown in the examples given in the paper.
The displacement field (7) can be used to write the tangent stiffness singularity condition at the
critical point (Eq. (4)) as the following non-linear eigenvalue problem
I& + s,(4)

+ A%(+*)]

=0

(8)

where KT is the tangent stiffness matrix at the known equilibrium configuration P, and K, and K, are
linear and quadratic functions of the predicted critical displacement increment pattern, respectively.
Eq. (8) can be simplified by neglecting the quadratic terms. Once the minimum eigenvalue h is found,
the critical displacement vector is obtained as a, = u0 + AC@.
The value of the critical load vector f, can be subsequently computed from the secant loaddisplacement relationship, i.e.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation
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(9)
where KS is the secant stiffness matrix which has a quadratic dependence on the nodal displacements
[23]. This process is schematically shown in Fig. 2.
This procedure has been proved to give very accurate predictions of both the critical displacement
and critical load values even when the initial equilibrium configuration P, is taken to correspond with
that given by an infinitessimal linear load-displacement
relationship. Obviously, the accuracy improves
when the initial displacement field a, approaches the critical value.
Details of the derivation of the secant stiffness matrix and the critical displacement approach
proposed are given in the following sections.

4. Derivation of the secant stiffness matrix
The potential of using the ‘exact’ form of the secant stiffness matrix for developing new solution
algorithms in non-linear solid mechanics has been recently recognized by different authors [20-251,
[28-321. One of the problems in using secant stiffness based procedures is that the expression of this
is
matrix is not unique and non-symmetrical
forms are found unless a careful derivation
performed.
Different symmetric expressions of the secant stiffness matrix have been obtained by
several authors in the context of the finite element displacement method and a total Lagrangian
description [33-391. Alternative symmetric forms based on a mixed formulation were successfully
derived and exploited by Kroplin and coworkers [23-25,301. Recently, OEiate [22] has developed a
general methodology for deriving the secant stiffness matrix for geometrically non-linear analysis of
solids and trusses using a generalized Lagrangian description. This methodology will be followed in this
paper and its basic ingredients are given next.
4.1. Basic non-linear equations
Let us consider a three-dimensional
body with initial volume ‘V in equilibrium at a known
configuration ‘V under body forces ‘b, surface loads ‘t and point loads ‘p. As usual, the superscript t
denotes a particular time or load level in dynamic or quasistatic analysis, respectively. When the
external forces are incremented the body changes its configuration from ‘V to ‘+*%‘.The coordinates of
the body at each configuration are referred to the global Cartesian system x1, x2, x3. The displacements
at t + At are (in vector form) [40]
‘+A’U= ‘U + AU
where ‘U are the known displacements
increments (see Fig. 3).

(10)
at time (or load level) t and Au are the sought displacement
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of a body in a stationary coordinate system.

A generalized Lagrangian description will be used in which strains and stresses are referred
intermediate reference configuration ‘V. (Fig. 3).
The strain tensor at f + At referred to the configuration ‘V can be written as

‘+A:e=; (f+A:U,j + ‘+a$, ; + r+A;uk,it+A:uk,,)

to an

(11)

where
t+Ar
A,,

d

=-

r+Ar

ui

a’x,

’

i, j=

(12)

1,2,3

The left index in (11) and (12) denotes the configuration to which strains (and stresses) are referred.
Note that for ‘V= “V, Eq. (11) yields precisely the well-known expression of the Green-Lagrange
strain
tensor in the total Lagrangian (TL) description. Also for ‘V= ‘V the expression of the linear part of the
Almansi strain tensor, typical of the updated Lagrangian (UL) formulation can be derived from (11).
The strain increments are obtained as
r

AE,,= r+A:~ij- $,, = ,eij + ,nij

(13)

where ,eij and ,vjj are the first- and second-order
obtained
1
,eij = 3 ( rAui,j + ,Auj

I + :u, ; “Auk,,

strain increments.

+ rank 1i :u, 3j) = 0

for ‘V= ‘V

From (10) and (11) it can be

(144 zyxwvutsrqponm
(lab)

where
,Aui

j =-

Wui)

i, j =

tfX,

1,2,3

(15)

Eqs. (14a) and (14b) are easily particularized for the TL and UL formulations simply by making r = 0
and r = t, respectively. Note that the underlined terms in (14a) are zero in the UL formulation
(‘V= ‘V).
.
For convenience we will write the first- and second-order strain increment vectors as
,e = IL, + Mb91
1
.rl = 2 ,L,(,g) ,g

rg

(16)
(17)
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In the above, :g and lg are displacement and displacement increment gradient vectors, respectively,
L, is a rectangular matrix containing ones and zeros and :L, and ,L, are displacement and displacement
increment dependent matrices, respectively. The form of all these matrices and vectors is given in
Appendix A.
The virtual strains are defined as the first variation of the strains in the configuration zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcba
‘ +A’ V. On the
other hand, the displacements ‘uj can be considered as fixed during the deformation increment and thus
6 ‘ui = 0. Taking this into account we can write
6 ‘+‘:.sij = 6 ,eii + 6 ,7jij

(18)

where

6 ,eii = i (6 .Aui, j + 6 ,Auj,, + :z.Q,~’ zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCB
(194
rAUk,j
+ ’ rAUk,i
t’/c,j)
‘rvij

=

+

(6

rAUk.i

rAU/c,j

+

4Uk.i

’

(19b)

rAuk,j)

with
~,Au~,~=%,

(20)

i, j=1,2,3

I

where SAu, are the virtual displacement increments. Again the underlined terms in (19a) are zero in the
UL formulation. In matrix form we can write from (16) and (17)
6 ,e = (L, + $1) 6 .g

(2la)

6 ,rl= J, 8 *g

(2lb)

The linear elastic constitutive equations relating second
Green-Lagrange
strain increments can be written as

Piola-Kirchhoff

stress increments

,Aa = fD ,AE = fD(.e + ,q)
where p is the constitutive
simply obtained by

and
(22)

matrix in the configuration

‘V

and referred to ‘ V. The stresses at t + At are

‘+A;a = ;a + ,Au

(23)

Finally, the principle of virtual work (PVW) at r+A% ’ can be written in matrix form as
6 r+AruT
t+A$
dv
6 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
t+A;+T
:+Ata
dv=

i ‘V

i ‘V

(244

zyxwvutsrqponm

where
r+Arb

=

[(+A&

‘+A&

t+Arb3jT

(24b)

For simplicity only body forces b are assumed to act in (24a).
From Eqs. (lo), (18), (23) and (24) an d noting again that 6 ‘u = 0, Eq. (24a) can be rewritten

as

r

J

,V[6,eT~.e+(6,eT~,rl+6.llT~,e)+6.rlTD.9+6.tlT:,]dV
=

I ‘V

6AUT ‘+‘*b dl/-

6 reT :u dV

(25)

Eq. (25) is the full incremental form of the PVW and it is also the basis for obtaining the incremental
finite element equations. Note that the right-hand side of (25) is independent of the displacement
increments and it will lead to the expression of the out of balance or residual forces after discretization.
On the other hand, all the terms in the left-hand side are a function of the displacement increments. In
particular, note that the underlined terms in (25) contain quadratic and cubic expressions of the
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displacement increments. The consideration of these terms is crucial for the derivation of the secant
stiffness matrix. A linearization of Eq. (25) will neglect these terms, yielding the standard tangent
stiffness matrix. The derivation of these two matrices for elasticity problems is presented in the
following sections.
4.2. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Finite element discretization. Derivation of the secand stiffness matrix
We will consider a discretization of a general solid in standard 3D isoparametric Co continuous finite
elements with it nodes and nodal shape functions Nk( 5.7, 5) defined in the natural coordinate system
52% 5.
The displacement and displacement increment fields within each element are defined by the standard
interpolations [40,41]

'u=N'a

and

Au=Nha

(26)

where zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
N=[N’,N’,.

Nk = NkZ,

. . ,N”];

(27)
‘ak = [ ru1
k, 5&, ‘ui]’

Ask = [Au:, Au:, Au:]’
are the shape function matrices and the displacement and displacement increment vectors of the
element and of a node k, respectively, and I,is the 3 X 3 unit matrix.
Substitution of (28) into (17) allows the vector of displacement increment gradients to be expressed
in terms of the nodal displacement increments as
,g = ,G ha
Substituting
r

e=

t&

(28)

Eq. (28) into Eqs. (16) and (21) gives
ha

,

6 + = ‘$,_6(Aa)
(29)

rv=i,BIAa,6

,r) =

A Wa)

Matrix >B,(‘a) can be split as
(30)
where &
is the standard displacement independent matrix as derived from infinitesimal theory
[40,41] and ‘J,, is the displacement-dependent
part of the first-order strain increment matrix. This
matrix vanishes in the case of the UL formulation.
The form of all above matrices for the case of 3D solids is given in Appendix A. Further details can
be found in [22].
The incremental constitutive equations (22) can be written now in terms of the nodal displacement
increments as
rAa=*p

[

$,+i,B,

I

ha

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (31) into the PVW expression (25), the following relationship
total applied forces with the nodal displacement increments can be obtained
‘$s(Aa) Aa = -r+h:r

(31)
relating the

(32)

‘r is the standard residual force vector which can be written for each element with volume
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zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcb

t+Arf(e)

dl/_

with
‘+Arf(e) =

j-iei‘+Afb
N

Wb)

d”

being the equivalent nodal force vector for the element, and 3,
which can be written as

:K,(Aa) = SK, + sM(Aa)

+ xKN(Aa2) + $m

is the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQP
incremental secant stiffness matrix

(34)

where for each element
;K, =

9:

(354

P 2% d”

The global secant stiffness matrix and the residual force vector for the whole structure are assembled
from the individual element contributions in the standard manner [40,41].
The form of the different matrices appearing in Eqs. (35) is given in Appendices A and I3 for the case
of 3D solids. Further details can be found in [22].
The parametric expression of the incremental secant stiffness matrix as given above has been recently
derived by Oi?ate [22]. Note that this expression is non-symmetric for values of LY# l/2. An infinite set
of symmetric forms is obtained for LY= l/2 depending on the values of the parameter p. The particular
symmetric expression of the incremental secant stiffness matrix for LY= l/2, p = 0 was also derived by
Oiiate in a previous work [21]. A similar parametric form of the secant stiffness matrix was derived by
Felippa and co-workers [36,37] using a TL description.
4.3. Iterative solution techniques

Eq. (32) can be used to solve for the new equilibrium configuration at t + At by means of an
incremental secant approach (Fig. 4a) giving zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFED
A ai

r+Ar

_[$s(t+Afai,

=

a

r+l

=

t+Ar

1 t+Airi

Aai-l

i

a+Aai

)I-

(36a)
(36b)

with f+Ara”= ‘a and Aa-’ = 0. Convergence of the iteration process is controlled by the satisfaction of
an adequate norm in the nodal displacement increments or the residual force vector [40,41].
A particular case of the above procedure corresponds to that with the residual force vector kept
constant during the iterations. This can be simply interpreted as the satisfaction of the following
incremental load-displacement
relationship (Fig. 4b)
&(Aa)

Aa = Af

The iterative process reads now simply

(37)
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&I; Aaa,

4Aa= i _ri

an

a

Kt Ad=Af
Fig. 4. Different secant iterative techniques.

Au’+’ = [‘J,(Aai)]-’

(38)

Af

Once convergence is achieved the new equilibrium configuration is simply found as zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZ
‘ +*‘ a = ‘ a + Au”
where ha” is the last nodal displacement increment vector computed in (38).
The secant expression (37) also holds when the external loads are applied in a single step on the
initial load-free configurations (i.e. t = 0). Now the load and displacement increments in Eq. (37) are in
fact ‘total’ values and the same iterative process of Eq. (38) can be zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSR
use d to find the total displacement
vector in a direct manner [22]. Note that in this case matrix ‘Jw does not contribute to the secant
stiffness matrix since the stresses are zero in the load-free configuration.
4.4. Derivation of the tangent stiffness matrix
The expression of the tangent stiffness matrix can be simply obtained as the limit of the incremental
secant matrix when the values of the displacement increments tend to zero. Thus, from Eq. (34) we can
write

(39)
Note that the resulting tangent stiffness matrix coincides with the standard expression
linearizing the PVW in (25).
For subsequent purposes it is useful to rewrite matrix ‘4, using (30) as

obtained

by

(4Oa)
where
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is the standard stiffness matrix from infinitesimal elasticity theory and

(4Oc)
is the so-called initial displacement stiffness matrix [40,41]. An alternative expression of this matrix can
be found in [22].
Note finally that the expression of the secant matrix (39) can be rewritten as
(41)

5. Estimates for limit and bifurcation points. Critical displacement approach
A useful application of the concept of a secant stiffness matrix is the estimation of the load level
originating structural instability (i.e. limit or bifurcation points). These points are characterized by the
singularity of the tangent stiffness matrix 3.r. The approach proposed here is based in the estimation of
the critical displacement values giving singularity of $T, instead of those of forces as done in classical
limit load theory. The secant stiffness relationship is then used to find the critical loading in terms of the
critical displacement values in a straightforward manner. Details of this procedure are given next.
The process starts with the prediction of the displacement vector in the critical state as
‘+“Q

= Ia +

(42)

Aa,

where ‘a is the displacement vector at the known equilibrium configuration ‘V and Au, is an estimate of
the critical displacement increment yielding structural instability at tc = t + At,. Vector Au, is now
written as Au, = A&, where A is a multiplier and C$ is an estimate of the buckling pattern at the
instability point. Here 4 = ‘a, 4 equal to the first eigenmode in ‘a or d, = Au = ‘a - ‘-Ara can be chosen
as estimates of the critical displacement increment vector.
With these assumptions the stress field at the critical point can be written as (using Eqs. (22, 23, 31
and 42)

where
ul

=

:D :B&z)qf~

(43b)
(43c)

Substituting

Eq. (42) into (30) allows to write the first-order

strain matrix at the critical point as
(44)

In Eqs. (43)-(44), @r(4) is obtained from the expression of ,.Br of Eq. (29) (see also Appendix A)
simply substituting Au by the known predicted increment displacement pattern 4. Note that when
Q, = ‘a, J?, = p,,.
The tangent stiffness matrix can be written at the critical point taking into account Eqs. (39), (40),
(43) and (44) as

where &

is the tangent stiffness matrix at the known equilibrium configuration

‘V

and
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(4W

:q

=

I

&
q/C')

:s,Aw. dV

(469

(464
where :S, and :S, are obtained by substituting the ‘stresses’ q1 and 0; given by (43b) and (43~) into the
expression of matrix :S of Eq. (35d), respectively (see also Appendix B).
The condition I>K,I
= 0 yields a quadratic eigenvalue problem which can be solved for the minimum
value of A, thus giving an approximation of the critical displacement by %I = ‘a + A& Obviously, this
process can be simplified by neglecting the quadratic terms in (45). The standard linear eigenvalue
problem to be solved now reads simply
I%, + A(&

(47)

+ X,)1 = 0

The critical load increment
(37) as
AL = ‘?MW)W

can be subsequently

= ]%(‘a)

+ %&W)

+

estimated from the incremental

secant relationship

~iv(A242NW

(48)

where the expression of all matrices coincides with that given in Eqs. (35) and (39).
The estimated critical load vector is finally obtained as
“f=‘f+Ax

(49)

where Aft is the projection of Aft computed from (48) in the direction of the nodal load vector, i.e.
after eliminating the spurious contributions associated to nodal load components not included in ‘J
Obviously, the critical load vector can be computed in a single step from the total secant expression
“f= $Ks(‘cu)rcu (see Fig. 2). H owever the incremental procedure described above has proved to be
more accurate in practice.

6. Computational strategies
The approach proposed above can be applied in different
mations to the critical load value.
6.1.

ways so as to obtain different

approxi-

M ethod I. One step prediction

(1) Compute the displacement vector ‘u for a small value of the external forces so that infinitesimal
theory still holds.
(2) Take 4 = ‘u as the estimate of the critical displacement increment pattern.
(3) Solve the linear eigenvalue problem (47) for the smallest non-zero eigenvalue.
(4) Estimate the critical load by Eqs. (48) and (49).
This process is comparable in cost to the standard ‘initial’ stability problem in struts, plates, shells,
etc. based in the solution of the eigenvalue problem [40,41]
]%_,,+A%I=O

(50)

where the smallest non-zero eigenvalue defines the increasing factor of the initial loading “f to give the
so-called ‘buckling’ load as Aof. However, it is well known that in many problems this ‘initial stability’
load can be considerably larger than the actual limit or bifurcation load. The one step ‘critical
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displacement’ approach proposed here has been proved to give a much more accurate prediction of the
critical load as shown in the examples presented in the next section.
6.2. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
M ethod Ii. incremental prediction
(1) Compute the displacement vector ‘a for each load level ‘f in the standard incremental manner.
(2) Take 4 = ‘a as the estimate of the critical displacement increment pattern.
(3) and (4) as in Method I.
This approach differs from the previous one in that the critical load is estimated each time that a new
displacement configuration ‘a is found. Naturally a standard stability computation can be also
performed at each equilibrium configuration. This implies the solution of the eigenvalue problem
I&+J0GI=o

(51)

and the stability load is subsequently computed as h’f.
Obviously, the values of the critical load estimated by the two procedures should converge to the
‘exact’ value as the solution approaches the instability configuration. The examples analyzed show that
the values of the critical load predicted by the critical displacement approach proposed here are in all
cases much more accurate than those given by the standard stability method.
6.3. M ethod III. Enhanced incremental prediction

(1) Compute the displacement vector *a corresponding to an initial load level *f in the standard
incremental manner (here “f can be taken small enough so as to give initial displacements within
the infinitesimal theory range).
(2) Take 4 = *a as the estimate of the critical displacement increment pattern.
(3) and (4) as in Method 1.
"f corresponding to the
(5) Compute the stresses, the residual force vector r‘V and the critical load zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYX
predicted critical displacement Icu = (1 + A)*a using Eqs. (33a), (48) and (49).
The fact that the critical displacement values predicted are close to an equilibrium configuration
corresponding to a load level fcfis now exploited as described next.
(6) Perform an equilibrium iteration to find corrected values of the predicted critical displacement Ica
in equilibrium with the external loads fcf.
For this purpose the standard Newton-Raphson
technique can be used as
Aa” = - [>K’I] - ’ fern

(524

n+l

= ‘can
+ A a”
‘ca zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

(=b)

with
Ga* = lea

(53)

(7) Restart the process from Step (2) taking 4 = %z, where ‘Q is the converged displacement vector
from Step (6).
This method allows very accurate critical loads to be computed in two or three steps as shown in the
examples presented next.

7. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Examples. Applications to the analysis of trusses
The methodology proposed in previous sections will be applied next to the non-linear analysis of truss
structures using simple two node linear elements and an updated Lagrangian formulation. The
expression of the relevant matrices involved in the computations are given in Appendix C. Further
details can be found in [22].
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Two bar truss under central point load

This well-known example shown in Fig. 5 was analyzed in detail in [22]. The secant stiffness equation
relating the vertical displacement of point 2 and the applied load is [22,27].
‘k(‘S)’

+ ; ‘(r>

‘Su, + &

(v2+

= - 5

(54)

where Ok= ‘(EA /l), OS= sin08 and “(. ) denotes values in the initial (undeformed) configuration.
Let us now estimate the critical load path using the approach proposed in the paper. A general
expression of the tangent matrix in terms of the only d.o.f. involved u2 can be obtained by simple
derivation of Eq. (54), i.e. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
;K, =

‘k[(OS)’+ 3 “(+)u2
+j$ (u2)‘] zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGF
(55) zyxwvutsrqp

EA=lO.OOO

Fig. 5. Two bar truss under point load. Geometry,

load-displacement

curve and limit load estimates.
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The conditioon bKT= 0 allows the critical displacement
quadratic equation giving

and the corresponding
Pcrit =

to be obtained by solving the corresponding

critical load using Eq. (54) as

22 ok(“S)3 Of
fi=
9

266.732 (3.38% error)

(57)

Above values have been compared with the ‘exact’ analytical ones taken from [27] giving
(u2)~~~“’= k”l cos ‘8 tan[arcos((cos “e)““)] - ‘1 sin ‘8 = (I::!$:
P,“::” =

2’(EA) cos ‘0 tan3[arcos((cos “e)““)] = k69.068

(58)

A ‘simpler’ estimation of the critical values can be derived by neglecting the quadratic term in (55)
yielding
(59)
and the approximate
-OE OS
C”*)crit =3=

critical displacement

and force are now

-0.863 (22.36% relative error)
(60)

Pcrit = g

Ok01(oS)3 =

64.20 (7.03% relative error)

These values are quite acceptable given the simplified procedure used and the fact that the prediction
has been made from the initial unloaded configuration. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the critical load
obtained using the linearized form and the incremental procedure described in Eqs. (52) and (53). Note
the accuracy of the predictions (curve AC) compared with those obtained using a standard limit load
analysis (curve BC). Further details on this problem can be found in [22].
7.2. 20 truss beam
Fig. 6 shows the geometry of this example taken from [42]. The beam, formed by truss elements, is
subjected to an increasing horizontal load acting at its left end, as shown in the figure.
The critical load path has been predicted using the method II proposed in this paper. The resulting
curve obtained (AC) is plotted in Fig. 5 where the load path predicted using standard limit load analysis
is plotted in curve BC in the same figure. Note the accuracy of the predictions based on the critical
displacement approach proposed here which gives less than 34% error in the first critical load value
predicted from a simple initial infinitesimal solution. This error is reduced to 0.58% in only three steps
as shown in Table 1.
The primary equilibrium path showing snap-back behaviour has been obtained by combining the
standard Newton-Raphson
incremental procedure with cylindrical arc-length control [47].
7.3. 30 pin- jointed star dome structures. Limit load analy sis
The geometry and material properties of the 3D pin-jointed star dome structure analyzed first is
shown in Fig. 7. A vertical point load acting on node 1 is first considered [43].
Fig. 7 displays the limit load paths predicted using the critical displacement approach proposed (curve
AE) and standard limit load analysis (curve BC). The greater accuracy of the predictions based on the
new approach, giving 14.82% error in the first predicted value based on a simple infinitesimal solution,
is obvious in this case. This error is reduced to 1.92% in three steps (see Table 2).
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Fig. 6. 2D truss beam. Geometry, load-displacement

curve and limit load estimates.

Table 1
2D truss beam
Load step

Critical displacement approach
(UC),

pc

pc

1
2
3

6.05 (17.58%)
5.83 (13.27%)
5.00 (2.84%)

3.52 x 10’ (34.24%)
3.23 x lo5 (22.96%)
2.617 x lo5 (0.34%)

9.85 x 10’ (275.26%)
5.88 x 10’ (124.03%)
3.52 x 10’ (34.00%)

Limit load analysis

Critical displacement uc of node 1 and critical load PC were obtained using the critical displacement approach (Method III) and
standard limit load analysis (Eq. (51)).
Numbers in brackets show percentage error with respect to the ‘exact’ solution: uc = 5.146 and PC = 2.626 x 10.’ [42].

Fig. 8 shows results for an analysis performed for the same structure with vertical loads acting now in
nodes 1 to 7 [44]. The limit load paths predicted are also displayed in Fig. 8 showing again the
superiority of the critical displacement approach (see also Table 3).
A similar example is shown in Fig. 9 where details of the geometry, loading and material properties is
given. Again the limit load path predicted with the critical displacement method gives remarkable
accurate values even for the first prediction based on an infinitesimal solution (see Table 4).
7.4. 30 pin- jointed truss dome. Prediction of bifurcation load
This example shows the ability of the approach to predict the bifurcation load in a 3D truss structure
[19]. The geometry, loading and material properties of the structure are displayed in Fig. 10. The
critical load paths obtained with the critical displacement procedure (curve AC) and standard limit load
analysis (curve BC) are shown in Fig. 10. A bifurcation point is detected by both procedures for
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Fig. 7. 3D pin-jointed
Table 2
13 node star truss dome
Load step

Critical

star under

under

central

displacement

(WC),
1
2
3

-0.405
-0.540
-0.556

(28.25%)
(4.42%)
(1.51%)

central

point

point

load.

Geometry,

load-displacement

curve

and limit load estimates.

load

approach

Limit load analysis

pc

PC

69.46 (12.94%)
77.02 (3.46%)
79.02 (0.95%)

365.37 (357.95%)
135.74 (70.14%)
91.37 (14.52%)

Critical displacement
(wc) of node 1 and critical load were obtained using the critical displacement
approach
(Method
standard
limit load analysis (Eq. (51)).
Numbers in brackets show percentage
error with respect to the ‘exact’ solution: wc = -0.516
and Pc = 79.50 [43].
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VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT OF NODE 1,~

Fig. 8. 3D pin-jointed star under seven point loads. Geometry,

load-displacement

-12
curve and limit load estimates.

Table 3
13 node star truss dome under seven point loads
Load step

1
2
3

Critical displacement approach

Limit load analysis

(WC),

PC

p,

-0.876 (0.69%)
-0.896 (1.66%)
-0.887 (0.61%)

9.22 (18.86%)
8.42 (8.56%)
7.97 (2.67%)

14.53 (87.20%)
9.88 (27.40%)
8.01 (3.23%)

Critical displacement wc of node 1 and critical load were obtained using the critical displacement approach (Method III) and
standard limit load analysis (Eq. (51)).
Numbers in brackets show percentage error with respect to the ‘exact’ solution: wc = -0.882 and PC = 7.81 [44].
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Vertical load P
acting on node 1
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Fig. 9. 19 node star truss dome under central point load. Geometry, load-displacement

curve and limit load estimates

Table 4
19 node star truss dome under central point loads

1
2
3

-0.571 (25.02%)
-0.750 (1.48%)
-0.769 (1.02%)

2.69 (14.82%)
3.02 (4.26%)
3.096 (1.92%)

14.54 (360.72%)
5.43 (72.24%)
3.98 (25.99%)

Critical displacement wc of node 1 and critical load were obtained using the critical displacement approach (Method III) and
standard limit load analysis (Eq. (51)).
Numbers in brackets show percentage error with respect to the ‘exact’ solution: wc = -0.761 and Pc = 3.157 (451.
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Table

5

25 node

star truss dome

Load step

under

Critical

four point

displacement

loads

approach

(wc),
1
2
3

-2.05
-2.37
-2.42
Critical

(IQ. (5)).
Numbers

(bifurcation)

(18.23%)
(5.44%)
(3.80%)

load was obtained

Limit load analysis

pc

Fc

21.71 (19.21%)
25.39 (5.72%)
26.69 (2.16%)

79.79 (196.90%)
33.35 (24.10%)
24.92 (7.27%)

using the critical

displacement

approach

(Method

III) and standard

in brackets show percentage error with respect to the ‘exact’ solution: w<.= -2.516 and

COORDINATES

Young’s

CROSS

modulus

is

7.03

x

26.89 [19]. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjih
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6

Arch-truss

structure
Critical

Load step

displacement

(u,.),
1
2
3

-14.70
-23.42
-29.51
Critical

(Eq. (51)).
Numbers

(bifurcation)
in brackets

Limit load analysis

approach

(52.09%)
(23.73%)
(3.87%)

load was obtained
show percentage

p,

p,

1795.4 (30.40%)
2308.0 (10.53%)
2518.9 (2.36%)

3223.0 (24.99%)
2917.6 (13.10%)
2632.9 (2.06%)

using the critical
error

with respect

displacement

approach

to the ‘exact’ solution:

(Method

III) and standard

u,. = -30.70

limit load analysis

and P, = 2578.41

[46].

(P = 26.89). Note the higher accuracy of the prediction based in the critical displacement procedure.
The first estimate of the critical load based on the simple infinitesimal solution gives a 19.21% error.
This error is reduced to 2.16% in only three steps (see Table 5). The antisymmetric bifurcation path is
plotted in curve CD of Fig. 10. This has been obtained by perturbing the geometry of the structure at
the critical load using the first eigenmode for this load level and then using an arc length technique.
7.5. Arch-truss structure. Prediction of bifurcation load
The geometry of the arch is described in Fig. 11 together with details of the mechanical properties
[46]. A vertical point load acts on the central node as shown in the figure.
Fig. 11 shows the critical load paths predicted with the critical displacement approach proposed
(curve AC) and the standard stability analysis (curve BC). A bifurcation point is detected in this case
for P = 2578.41, Note that this critical load value is estimated with 2.36% error in only 3 steps (see
Table 6). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

8. Conclusions

The critical displacement (CD) approach proposed seems to be a simple and effective procedure for
computing structural instability points. The cost of the computation is comparable to that of standard
stability analysis and the accuracy has proved to be superior in all cases studied. The application of the
CD method for analysis of instability of trusses or any other structures using solid elements is
straightforward and all the necessary expressions have been given here. The extension of the CD
approach to structural problems involving rotational degrees of freedom (i.e. beams and shells) requires
further study as the existence of the secant stiffness matrix is questionable in this case.
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,e = Le,,
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? re22?
re33,
2 re12? 2 re13,
2 re231T
(A.3)

rrl=

hll,

PI229

PI337

2 rrll2,2

r77137 2

r7)*31’

For 3D solids
100
000
000
010
001
000

LO =

000 000’
010 000
000 001
100 000
000 100
001 001.

(A.4)

ST HI
2%=

:I

ST 4
ST

(A.5)

4
: zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
where

:a
:g=

rg1
rg=

:g2

{

x2

i

:g3.

(A-6)

rg3

with
Gu>
rgi

=

zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(A.7)

d rxi

and

64.8)

From (A.l)

and (A.2)

6,e=(L,+L)6,g
6 .rl= A, 6 *g

(A.9)
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(26) into the expression of ,g of (AS)

gives
(A. 10)

.g=,GAa

where a typical nodal component

of the gradient matrix for 3D solids is given by

aiVk
-a ‘x1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
1,
-aNk

rGk=

a rxz
13Nk
,a’ x,

Combining

4

(A.l),

re = I&, +

(A.ll)

13

(A.2) and (A.lO) gives

Ll ,GAa= [A0 + ‘BL,(fa)l
Aa

(A. 12)

Tt,=~J,,GAa=~J#,(Aa)Aa
Where the different nodal components

of the first- and second-order

strain matrices are obtained by

*B;"= L,zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
rGk
LBk,,(‘a) = :L,(‘a)

,Gk

A (Aa)= A@4 ,Gk
Further details can be found in [22].

Appendix B
Box B.l
I
Matrices ,E, ,I&,

p = i: i
I=,

:d,,:

:S and

:d,, .q,H, ;

,=I

element

ij

:H

.‘I, =

for 3D elastic solids

.g’ H, .g

of constitutive matrix 3

(A. 13)
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C. 1. Relevant expression for 30 trusses

Fig. C.l displays a typical two node truss element defined in a three-dimensional
and local axes denoted by xi and x: (i = 1.3), respectively.
For the sake of precision an updated Lagrangian formulation will be used (‘V=
second-order axial strain increments are defined as
I

Wu I)

,e,, =-----.
d’x;

’

d,

1 d(Au;) d(Au;)
=-p--2

d lx;

where Au; is the displacement increment
The constitutive equation is simply
,AN=

frame with global
‘V). The first- and

(C.1)

d $,;

along the local axis ‘x; .

cc.21

‘WW;, + ,d,I

where ,AN is the axial force increment and E and A are, respectively, the Young’s modulus and the
area of the transverse cross section.
Local and global displacements are related by the standard transformation
d

‘x.

Au; = dAuj,
a ‘x;

i, j=l,2,3

The global displacements

(C.3)

are interpolated

in the usual manner

Au, = 2 Nk(&) Au,” zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(C.4)
k=l

where N”( 5) = + (1 + [Sk) are the linear shape functions of the standard two node element [41].
The expressions of the relevant matrices required for the computation of the secant required for the
computation of the secant stiffness matrix are given in Box C. 1. The particular explicit symmetric form
of this matrix for LY= l/2 and p = 0 and a truss of constant cross section and homogeneous material is
shown in Box C.2.

Fig. C.l.

3D two node

truss element
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Box C.l
Relevant expressions involved in the computation of the secant stiffness matrix for linear 3D truss elements

N,, =

dN’
~1,.

dN’
=I,

d’x;

I

;

i_’= T

‘[“I
usually ‘j = -2-

>

Box C.2
Expression of the different matrices involved in the secant stiffness matrix of the two node 3D truss element (a = 112, /3 = 0) zyxwvutsrqp
1
‘(XJ’

x2

‘Y,,

‘(Y ,,I’

:KL,, =

‘ (212s
1

‘Xl2 ‘212
‘YI2 czl*

sym zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

‘X,?= ‘x, - lx,,

u,, = Au, -Au,

etc. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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